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Abstract—RFID based systems are enjoying widespread adoption in a variety of application scenarios. Item tracking in a
supply chain environment is one such application. From an
application perspective, there are two challenges: (a) the data
rates for large deployments are growing significantly; (b) the
demands placed on the system for query processing in real
time are also on the rise. Meeting these challenges in large-scale
deployments is non trivial. The hardware base for RFID based
systems compound these challenges due to the fact that RFID
readers are error-prone and reliable reading of RFID tags is hampered by a number of physical limitations such as environmental
conditions, and contents of the items carrying the tags. Naturally,
the reliability of these systems become even more questionable
when both the data rates increase and the need for real
time processing of queries increases. We propose load shedding
mechanisms that use the spatial and temporal properties of RFID
deployments to combat the challenges due to increased demands
for tag and query processing in real time. These mechanisms
are piggy-backed on top of a middleware Reliable Framework
for Radio Frequency IDentification (RF2 ID)that uses redundancy
to improve the reliability of RFID deployment. The basic idea
in RF2 ID is to use the spatial notion of a path taken by items
flowing from source to destination. By cumulatively aggregating
the tags collected by entities called Virtual Readers (VR) that
are placed along the path, the total reliability of the system is
enhanced. The VRs cooperatively shed the load under heavy load
conditions. The built-in redundancy in the RF2 ID system allows
the VRs to shed load with reasonable system performance thus
enhancing the overall reliability of the deployment. Two different
load shedding strategies are proposed in the literature: space
based approach and time based approach. These strategies have
been implemented in the RF2 ID middleware and performance
results show the efficacy of these mechanisms for dealing with
increased data rates.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, RFID based technology has become ubiquitous and has gained significant interest. The technology is
used in a large variety of applications ranging from health
care, industry, office and home applications for identification,
location and tracking purpose. The current focus of our work
is on item tracking applications where statically placed RFID
readers track tagged objects in motion, e.g., tracking of tagged
goods in a supply chain or tagged baggage in an airport by
the reader. Large-scale deployment of RFID technology faces
several challenges. There is an overwhelming amount of data
generated in by the RFID readers in large applications [1], [2],

that can result in serious system overload. For example, UPS
handles 13.6 million packages a day that produce 1.3 GB of
raw data [3]. It seems reasonable to assume that the amount
of data generated will only keep growing in the future [4]. A
retail strategy consulting company estimates Wal-Mart could
generate as much as 7.7 million terabytes of data per day if all
its items are tagged [5], [6]. The problem is exacerbated by the
error prone nature of the RFID generated data [7]–[10] and
it’s asynchronos flow in the system [11]. Further, applications
involving such data are typically time sensitive (for example,
real-time forecasting and inventory control) [12]. A system
designed to manage large scale RFID deployment must meet
the above challenges.
There have been some recent studies addressing load management in RFID systems. The heuristic based solution [13]
provides near optimal reader to tag assignment for statically
placed reader and tags rather than considering tags in motion
for item location applications. Load migration based approach
is used in various research works for RFID data. Examples
include a mobile agent [14] to re-adjust imbalance of load,
and the connection pool based method [15] where load is readjusted from heavily loaded nodes to lightly loaded nodes.
Load migration based techniques are not very suitable for
streaming data to meet real time constraints [16], [17]. We
review the relevant literature in more detail in the next section.
In our proposed work, we use the data flow in the system
as an ally to make load distribution decisions. In item tracking
applications, items follow a path from a source to destination.
The key idea is to allow collaboration among resources along
a particular data flow path. A system that has an understanding
of the data flow at system level has been developed as RF2 ID
(Reliable Framework for Radio Frequency Identification) to
combat the error prone nature of the RFID technology [18].
By using redundancy and exploiting the relative flow of RFID
tagged objects with respect to the readers, RF2 ID increases
the reliability of an RFID deployment. RF2 ID provides two
system level abstractions for increasing the reliability: Virtual
Reader (VR) and Virtual Path (VPath). Each VR is assigned
to a distinct geographical region and by collecting data from
physical readers in its vicinity, it locally increases the reliability of the deployment. Further, the VRs in the direction of flow
of the items form a logical path (VPath). By exchanging data

with one another along the VPath, the VRs further increase
the global reliability of the deployment. The net result of
this middleware is to increase the reliability of the entire
deployment (by reducing the rate of false negatives, i.e., the
number of tags that are missed by the system) in spite of the
error prone nature of the physical readers.
The focus of our work is to deal with the volume of data
and the time sensitive nature of both tag and query processing,
by incorporating cooperative load shedding into the RF2 ID
middleware. The key insight is once again to leverage the
notion of path for dynamic load distribution among the VRs
under heavy load for item tracking applications. We propose
intelligent load shedding mechanisms that avoid or minimizes
data loss - when one VR sheds load, another VR along the
same path most likely covers for the data loss by the first
one. Two different load shedding approaches are proposed in
this paper: space based load shedding mechanism and time
based load shedding mechanism. In the space based approach,
each VR dynamically decides to read a subset of the tags
on the path that it is participating, based on their physical
ordering in space. In time based load shedding, each VR
dynamically decides to read tags for a chosen time interval.
We show by experimentation that our load shedding schemes
achieve the desired performance results without significantly
sacrificing reliability. The evaluation testbed considers real
world constraints such as tag mobility, presence of multiple
RFID readers and multiple paths using real PRs as well as
emulated PRs for item tracking applications. The workload
is different for various application scenarios. The application
requirements play a major role in the selection of a suitable
load management strategy. The time based strategy achieves
improved performance for synchronous data arrival, while
minimizing the power consumption, as it allows readers to
operate in dormant mode in different time intervals. The space
based method is the simplest strategy that sheds load and
achieves improved performance taking into account the built
in redundancy in our system.
Through this work, we make the following contributions:
•

•

We present novel load shedding algorithms for dealing
with both the large volume of data and its time sensitive nature in item tracking applications taking into
account the data flow information using space based
load shedding mechanism and time based load shedding
mechanism.
We present a detailed performance study of our RF2 ID
system that embodies these load shedding algorithms
using a real experimental testbed deployment using real
physical RFID readers as well as emulated physical RFID
readers.

The paper is organized in the following manner: section 2
presents the system architecture of RF 2 ID followed by the
motivation for load shedding in section 3, section 4 provides
the problem description, section 5 details the path based load
shedding strategies, the system evaluation results are presented
in section 6, followed by the related work in section 7 and the

conclusion is presented in section 8.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows a schematic of RF 2 ID system architecture.
The system architecture has been presented in [18]. It is
being summarized in this section for the sake of completeness
and for setting the stage for presenting the load shedding
algorithms.
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Fig. 1.

System architecture of RF 2 ID

A. Virtual Readers (VRs) and Virtual Paths (VPaths)
An example deployment of VRs in a supply chain management system is shown in Figure 2. Every VR is in charge
of a set of physical readers (PRs) in a particular geographic
location as shown by the rectangular region. It three physical
routes: source A to destination D; source B to destination E;
and source B to destination C. The VRs form a logical path
that overlays these physical routes. As can be seen a given VR
may participate in multiple Vpaths. The information accrued
from different Vpaths and from the different physical routes
supported by a given Vpath are kept distinct for the sake of
inventory management by each VR. Each VR reports the tags
it reads via inter-VR messaging to the VR that is downstream
from it on the Vpath with the pertinent information (such as
the physical route, number of tags, and the timestamp of the
tags).

Vpath1

Vpath2

Vpath

Fig. 2.

A warehouse scenario using RF 2 ID deployment

Each VR is responsible for managing its connections, its
load, and answering queries. As we said earlier, each Vpath
is constituted by a set of VRs, and a given VR may be part
of several Vpaths. The association of VR to its PRs happens
at system initialization time (by the name server). However,
the creation of Vpath is a bit more involved since it signifies
commitment of system resources to manage the newly created
path. Therefore, upon a Vpath creation request, each VR
makes an assessment of its current network load and CPU
load before it accepts to be part of a new Vpath. RF2 ID uses
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a distributed admission control mechanism orchestrated by the
name server. A new path is created only if the current system
load and the expected maximum system load are within a
predefined threshold. It ensures that each VR can serve all the
Vpaths that it is currently associated with, without any data
loss. The system is well positioned to handle time specific
queries since the VRs associate timestamps both with the
information they gather as well as with the information they
disseminate.
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CPU usage and data accuracy with respect to variable tag arrival

B. Name Server and Path Server
The name server illustrated in Figure 1 maps PRs to VRs
based on the geographic location of the PRs. A path creation
request to the name server identifies a source and destination.
The name server identifies the possible physical route(s) to
satisfy the request. It then contacts the VRs on the physical
route to establish the Vpath, which then execute the distributed
admission control algorithm in an attempt to establish the path
(if such a path does not already exist).As the name suggests,
the path server shown in Figure 1 maintains an inventory of
active Vpaths in the system. Each path has a lifetime. On
access to an existing path, it receives a new lease on its
lifetime. When the lifetime expires, a given Vpath is garbage
collected.
III. M OTIVATION
A VR is responsible for a set of physical RFID readers
(PR) within its geographic vicinity. The volume of data
produced in typical RFID deployments have been increasing
significantly [16], [19]. Although the amount of data can be
reduced by different filtering mechanisms, the system should
be able to capture this amount of data in the first place for
further processing and the problem gets complicated due to
the bursty and often unpredictable nature of item arrival in
many RFID deployments [11] that could lead to overloading
the infrastructure and potential loss of data. To illustrate this
problem, we have conducted some simple experiments using
the RF2 ID middleware. Each VR is a dual core Pentium-4
Xeon processor, which represents one node of a 56-node Linux
cluster. The experiment studies the CPU load experienced by a
VR as a function of the tag arrival rate. The CPU load indicates
the load in a single VR. Figure 3 shows the impact on a VRs
CPU load as the tag arrival rate is increased. As can be seen,
the CPU load is close to 100% when the tag arrival rate is
50000 data per minute (y-axis of left hand side). Figure 3 also
shows decrease in the accuracy in item detection as a result
of increased tag arrival rate. The study on system accuracy
uses 9 VRs, each attached to 5 PRs. It shows that we are able
to achieve 100% accuracy for tag reading with a tag arrival
rate of up to 20000 tags/minute (y-axis of right hand side).
However, as we increase the tag arrival rate the accuracy of
the system starts deteriorating. It can be seen that the system
accuracy drops to 50% when the tag arrival rate is around
35000 tags/min. Basically, the VRs are overloaded and cannot
cope with the arrival rate for tag processing. The interesting
point to note is that due to the built-in redundancy of the

RF2 ID middleware, the VRs may be spending time processing
the same set of tags. We have observed the overlap in the set
of tags read by distinct VRs to be between 40% and 80% in
this experimental set up. Clearly, the VR CPU bandwidth used
in processing this overlapping set of tags represents wasted
resources. If we could harness this wasted CPU bandwidth
for processing disjoint sets of tags then obviously we could
achieve higher accuracy even at higher tag arrival rates. This
is the intuition behind the cooperative load shedding approach
presented in this work.
IV. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
The RF ID system comprises of multiple VRs denoted as
{V R1 ,V R2 , .... , V Rn }. Each V Ri is associated with number
of PRs as {P R1 ,P R2 , .... , P Rm }within its geographic vicinity. The set of data items D arriving in the system is defined
as {D1 , D2 , ...., Dl }. The data items are directed to various
paths in the system and the total data along a path is defined
as D(pathID,ptotal) where ptotal is the total number of items
intended along that path. For a total of p paths in the system,
the
amount of data in the system is defined as: Dtotal =
P total
p
i=0 D(p,ptotal) . The PR accuracy level A(P R,i) is defined
as the proportion of items correctly detected by P Ri (DP R,i )
D(P R,i)
.
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The goal is to achieve desirable accuracy level defined as
threshold accuracy (Ath ) even when the system is under heavy
load. The basic idea is to let each VR process a subset of total
data (Dproc ⊂ Dtotal ) along a path under heavy load. Each
V Ri makes decision on shedding a certain amount of load
(Dshed )where Dproc +Dshed =Dtotal making sure Asys ≥ Ath
holds.

V. L OAD S HEDDING S TRATEGIES
Operationally, the load shedding strategy can be split into
two phases. The first phase, namely, load monitoring and overload detection is common to all the load shedding strategies.

A. Load Monitoring and Overload Detection Phase
The computational load on an individual VR has two
components:
• A communication component that comprises receiving
messages from the PRs physically associated with it and
for sending/receiving messages to/from the peer VRs
logically associated by the paths with this VR.
• A computation component that comprises a complex
mixture of processing time for reading and classifying
tags from PRs into the physical routes and logical paths
associated with this VR; processing time for filtering the
tags (elimination of false positives, etc.) based on the
messages received from peer VRs; executing admission
control algorithm in response to path creation requests;
and processing queries for inventory control.
Each VR has to ensure that the cumulative load does not
exceed its computational capacity (C). We express the above
computational load on a VR in terms of its physical and logical
connectivity. Let each VR be connected to m PRs and p
paths. Let P Ri be the computational load due to an individual
physical connection i; let P athj be the computational load due
to an individual path
load L on a VR is
Pm j. The instantaneous
Pp
expressed as: L= i=1 P Ri + j=1 P athj The system as a
whole is not overloaded so long as L ≤ C holds for all VRs.
Since items flow along paths, if one VR is overloaded then it is
likely that other VRs on the same path are overloaded as well.
Fortunately, the path abstraction gives a common basis for each
VR to make a local determination on the load for taking load
shedding decisions. To ensure that there is some performance
cushion for dealing with overloads and for avoiding sudden
drop in the quality of service, we preset an upper limit for
the instantenous load on a VR as Lt (Lt < C). Each VR
monitors its instantenous load (L) and when it exceeds the
preset threshold Lt , it enters a load shedding phase.
B. Load Shedding Strategies
Two load shedding approaches - space based load shedding
and time based load shedding mechanisms are discussed here.
1) Space Based Approach: In this approach, each VR
decides to read a subset of the tags flowing through a given
path in a given time quantum Twindow . Each VR has a
finite per path queue of size Q for processing incoming tags.
Each VR knows a priori the number of VRs (V Rnum ) on
a particular path. Let M AXtags be the expected maximum
number of tags per time quantum flowing through the path.
This quantity can be readily computed knowing the item
arrival rate into the system. A particular V Ri reads a number
of items Dread in a time window which is defined by the queue
length as: Dread = Q = M AXtag /V Rnum . In an ideal situation
(i.e., assuming PRs with 100% accuracy), it is sufficient if
each VR reads M AXtags / V Rnum disjoint set of tags to
ensure 100% accuracy of the deployment. However, there is
the complication that the PRs do not have 100% accuracy.
The term ∆ is used in the evaluation of space based load
shedding where ∆ is a sensitivity parameter for keeping the

error rate within acceptable bounds. The performance impact
of ∆ is studied in the evaluation section. The evaluation study
considering the sensitivity parameter is given by: Dread = Q =
M AXtag /V Rnum + ∆. We propose two variations of space
based load shedding which differ in the method of choosing
the amount of data to read and process (Dread ) based on its
queue length Q.
• The random space based load shedding strategy provides
read-autonomy to individual VRs, each VR reads a random subset of items bounded by queue size Q.
• The cooperative space based load shedding strategy
allows individual VRs in a path to cooperatively select
a disjoint portion of the RFID data stream bounded
by the queue size Q. The disjoint set is determined
by choosing a data set in the same sequence as the
sequence of VRs along the path in a particular window of
operation. Ideally, each VR would read separate sets of
tags. However, RFID readers use their internal protocol
to reduce collision [20], [21] and read tags in the reading
range in a random order.
2) Time Based Approach: This approach can be considered
as the time analog to the space-based approach. First, we
introduce some terminologies:
• Cycle Time (Tcycle ) is the time a particular item takes
to traverse from source to destination along a particular
physical route.
• Read Time (Tread ) is the time a VR accepts data read by
PRs, where, Tread  Tcycle .
• Interval Time (Tinterval ) is the time interval between the
read times of two consecutive VRs, where, Tinterval 
Tcycle .
If we consider the conveyor belt speed as S m/sec, conveyor
width of W and number of items in a palette as N items,
then we can define the data rate (r) as: r = (S × N )/W
(items/sec). Each VR reads (Dread ) items within a predefined
read time: Dread = r × Tread . We use τ ≤ Tinterval that
serves as the sensitivity parameter to increase the reliability
of the deployment. Thus the read time is defined as:Dread =
r(Tread + τ ) Note that neither of the load shedding strategies
requires any additional intelligence in the PRs. The choice of
a specific strategy depends on the application requirement. In
the next section, we evaluate these strategies.
VI. E VALUATION
This section discusses the experimental setup and the performance results using the proposed load shedding strategies.
A. Experimental Setup
RF2 ID is currently implemented in Java using sockets for
inter-VR communication. The implementation supports both
physical RFID readers (Alien 9800 model) as well as emulated
physical readers that are indistinguishable so far as the VRs
are concerned. The emulated physical readers are a faithful
reproduction of the Alien 9800 readers, and allow controlled
experiments to be carried out varying different sensitivity

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF A R EAL S UPPLY C HAIN D EPLOYMENT WITH
E XPERIMENTAL T ESTBED

threshold system accuracy (Ath ) of 80% that indicates the
system’s tolerance to error.

Parameters

B. PR Level Evaluation

Area
Read Points
PR/Read Point
Number of tags
Conveyor Speed

Real Supply Chain
Deployment
22 meter x12 meter
9
order of 10
order of thousands
≥ 18 meter/min

Experimental
Testbed
2 meter x 2 meter
8
1
500
15meter/min

parameters of the physical readers. Each VR executes on a
3 GHz dual core Intel Xeon processor with 1 GB RAM,
512 KB L2 cache and 1 MB L3 cache. The processors are
interconnected by Gigabit Ethernet and form part of a 56node cluster. We have extended the implementation of the
base RF2 ID system to include the load shedding strategies
discussed in the previous section. At system initialization
time any particular load shedding strategy may be chosen
providing the system with the parameters specific to that
strategy (for e.g., queue size for space-based approach; read
and interval times for time-based approach). The purpose of
the experimental study is to understand the effectiveness of
the load shedding strategies under heavy load to increase the
reliability of an RFID deployment without data loss. In our lab,
we have constructed a mock up of a supply chain using toy
trains (the trains move carrying the tags on stationary tracks
instead of stationary tagged items moving on a conveyor belt)
illustrated in Figure 4-(c). The various parameters considered
for the experimental testbed is presented as a comparison
toward an actual testbed in Table I.
1) System Parameters: In this study, we consider a distribution center of moderate size [19], [22]. The distribution
center uses 9 disjoint read points which we have considered
to be individual VR operating points. Each VR is attached to
5 PRs. A moderate sized center expects 1 million data items
every day, which amounts to 7000 items per minute. A uniform
distribution of this much amount of data may not cause the
system to get overloaded. However, the arrival of RFID tagged
data is bursty in nature that could cause the system to overload
[16]. The various system parameters used for the experiment
are discussed here. The system performance (Asys ) is the
measured quantity for evaluation which is a proportion of
detected items compared to actual items. Incoming Data Rate
is the data rate defined from the conveyor speed, palette width
and items per palette (defined as bulk size) - we have fixed the
belt speed and palette width and vary the bulk size to vary the
data rate. A time window (twindow ) for n tags is considered
within which a VR performs the following tasks: processing of
the tags (n × ttag ), processing of incoming VR messages tin ,
processing of outgoing VR messages (tout ) and processing
of queries (tquery ). The VR needs to make sure tprocess <
twindow holds before it can send its processed data to the next
VR defined as tprocess = (n(ttag ) + tin + tout + tquery ). We
have considered a time window (twindow ) of 1.5 minutes based
on real time application requirements. We have considered a

1) PR Performance: The PR performance depends on various environmental factors such as tag to reader distance,
orientation, and angle has been reported elsewhere [18]. In this
study, we look at two other limiting factors, namely, belt speed
and bulk size. We use item speed and belt speed synonymously
in this paper, since in our laboratory testbed the items move on
the train instead of a moving belt in a real warehouse. Figure
4 shows the sensitivity of processed items to the item speed
and bulk size. We use Alien ALR 9800 RFID reader and the
experiment uses 7 tagged items with our experimental set up
for the speed evaluation (y-axis of left hand side). The number
of detected items decreases as the item speed is increased. For
example, the number of detected item decreases from 62%
to 42% when the item speed increases from 9 cm/sec to 36
cm/sec. Figure 4-(a) also shows the sensitivity of the processed
items to bulk size (y-axis of right hand side). We fix the item
speed at 18 cm/sec. The number of detected items detoriates as
the bulk size increases. As can be seen, 98% of the items are
detected when the bulk size is 5, which drops to 16% when
the bulk size reaches 98. These results clearly show that as
the data rate is increased (either due to belt speed or bulk size
or both), a single PR is incapable of meeting the reliability
requirements of an RFID deployment.
2) Validation of Emulated PRs: The scalability study to
be discussed in the next subsection uses emulated PRs that
have been designed to faithfully reproduce the behavior of
the real PRs. We have designed experiments to validate the
emulated PRs using the RF2 ID middleware and the laboratory
testbed. In this experiment, we fix the tag arrival speed at 15
meter per minute and use 7 RFID tags. Each VR is associated
with a single PR, thus making it a one-to-one comparison of
the performance of real PRs and emulated PRs. We vary the
number of VRs from 1 to 4 and observe the accuracy (i.e., the
number tags read compared to actual number of tags) as shown
in Figure 4-(b). As can be seen, the observed results validate
the accuracy of the emulated PRs in faithfully reproducing the
results of the real PRs. For one PR, the readings are almost
identical. However, for higher number of PRs, there is a small
difference between the real and emulated results. This is due
to the variance in the accuracy levels of the individual real
PRs, which is not present for the emulated ones. Still the
discrepancy between real and emulated PRs is less than 5%.
C. Performance of RF2 ID
We study the performance of our proposed system under
heavy load with and without exploiting the load shedding
mechanisms.
1) Comparison of Baseline with the Two Load Shedding
Mechanisms: The study uses 9 VRs, each associated with
5 PRs. The baseline performance detoriates when the data
rate increases beyond 25000. As we discussed earlier, within
the time window of 1.5 min, each VR has to do all the
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chores associated with processing the items and communicate
the result to the VR downstream from it. As the data rate
increases, the baseline has a hard time keeping up with the
demands of processing all the items (see Figure 5-(a)). On
the other hand, it can be seen that the space-based approaches
is able to sustain good reliability with higher data rates. The
cooperative space based approach performs the best among
all the evaluation strategies. The randomized space based load
shedding performs better than the baseline method for higher
data rates. The time-based approach as seen in Figure 5-(a),
although has a lower reliability compared to baseline for low
data rates, does better at high data rates.
2) Space Based Load Shedding: Figure 5-(c) shows the
sensitivity of the space-based approach to the ∆ parameter (the

Fig. 6. Time Based Load Shedding with (a) various interval time (b) various
read time

effective queue length is equal to 5000 + ∆). With increasing
∆ values, the system reliability increases. However, arbitrarily
increasing the queue length would eventually degrade the
performance. This is illustrated in Figure 5-(b). For this
experiment, the data rate is fixed at 75000 items/min, and ∆
is 0 using cooperative space based load shedding. The number
of processed tags detoriates for larger queue lengths as there
is more data to process at each reader. This coupled with
the incoming data from neighbor VRs results in degradation
of performance. The accuracy level increases with increasing
queue length up to 15000 and then detoriates for larger queue
size.
3) Time Based Load Shedding: The impact of variable
interval time is shown in Figure 6-(a). The overlapping reading
(Interval time > 0) shows improved performance over non
overlapping reads (Interval time = 0) in the study. However,
the number of processed items decreases as the interval
time increases over 800ms. For example, the percentage of
processed items are 30%, 62% and 44% for interval time of 0,
600 and 1000 milliseconds, respectively. Basically, increasing
the overlapping times effectively increases the load on the associated VRs, and this detrimental effect eventually dominates
leading to deterioration of performance. The sensitivity of the
time-based strategy to its parameters is shown in Figure 6(b). This study compares the effect of overlapping read times
among the PRs. In the non overlapping case, the interval
time (τ = 0) is considered to be 0. For the overlapping case,
each reader reads for 200 ms more (τ =200) time along with
its distinct read time. It is shown that the larger read time
increases the system performance in terms of processed items.
The load shedding based approach is an effective way to
handle temporary overload in the VRs where the technique
itself is not computation intensive. The choice of a specific
load shedding strategy depends on the application scenario and
the available resources. Time based load shedding mechanism

requires synchronization among PRs as well as VRs in real
time which is desirable in a smaller setup. It allows set of
PRs to be in dormant mode while other PRs are in operation.
This feature can be very useful considering resources that have
power constraints. On the other hand, the space based method
operates independently among VRs and is able show improved
performance over the time based approach. This approach is
preferable in large distributed system setup.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
It is interesting to note that related work falls across fairly
diverse domains. We briefly review each of these related areas
in this section.
A. Load balancing and Streaming Application
There is a significant amount of work on load balancing in
distributed systems where the aim is to distribute the load
evenly using techniques such as load migration [13], [23],
[24]. However, the streaming nature and the unpredictable
burstiness of the data being handled in RFID based systems
calls for a different treatment of the problem. Recently, there
has been research work focusing on load management aspects
of RFID based systems. A heuristic based solution for near
optimal reader to tag assignment to deal with the load in the
system is presented by Dong et al. [25]. However, the solution
only addresses statically placed readers and tags. Producing a
system that accounts for tags in motion adds another layer of
complexity. The mobile agent based load management system
[14] uses a mobile agent to re-adjust imbalance of load in
the system using load migration. The connection pool based
load balancing [15] also readjusts load among different nodes
from heavily loaded one with a lighter load. Load migration
is not very suitable for streaming data that needs to meet
real time constraints [16], [17]. There is a need for load
management that deals with a large amount of error prone
data while simultaneously meeting the challenge of real time
query processing requests, which is the focus of the proposed
research. Traditional resource migration techniques may not
be applicable for RFID based systems since such techniques
require additional processing to make such decisions when
the system is already under stress to meet the real time query
processing requests and data overload. Load shedding based
load management has been incorporated as an effective stream
handling mechanism systems such as Aurora [26]–[28], that
are designed to meet real time application constraints. It uses
the notion of load shedding that allows dynamic insertion and
deletion of drop operations of tuples into the query which can
be done in a random fashion or based on priority to allow
graceful degradation in the presence of load. Our ideas are
also based on load shedding but we use the built-in redundancy
of the RF2 ID middleware to cope with the load with minimal
data loss. TelegraphCQ [29] is aimed to support streaming data
but differs from our approach in its system structure which
uses stream partitioning for load balancing as opposed to load
shedding techniques. The pipelined framework [10] processes
correlated data locally which has similarity to the proposed VR

abstraction; however, the power of our proposed architecture is
in having the VRs operate in concert via the Vpath abstraction.
B. RFID Middleware and Path Abstraction
A number of middleware architectures have been proposed
for managing the collection, and processing of the queries related to RFID generated data. These include the Savant architecture [30], the High Fan-in system [31], and WinRFID [32].
Savant is a component-based architecture and there have been
specific instances of middleware built using that architecture
(e.g., RFIDStack [33]). RFID middleware for object tracking
include the work by Kumar et al. [12] and De et al. [34].
MAX [35] is a middleware for object location using RFID.
The focus of these projects is different and complementary to
the goals of RF2 ID and the proposed research. Specifically,
we are seeking to use the inherent dataflow in RFID-tagged
asset movement in cyber physical systems to aid high level
inferencing and close the sense-process-actuate control loop in
such applications. Jiang [36] defines a Virtual Route Tracking
algorithm to form a virtual route among RFID readers that are
in close proximity to one another. The idea of virtual route is
similar in spirit to Vpath of RF2 ID, with the exception that
Vpath spans geographically distributed elements.
The concept of path is used in many different contexts
including fault tolerance [37], compiler optimization [38],
profiling distributed systems [39], [40], and resource allocation
[41], [42]. Our proposed architecture is inspired by the use of
paths in these various contexts.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
RFID based deployments for large-scale supply chain environments are becoming widespread. These deployments face
the fundamental challenge in RFID based systems that the
devices are error prone. The demands placed on the deployments from the applications in the form of increased
data rates and requests for real time query processing are
compounding these challenges even more. We have designed
cooperative load shedding mechanisms for dealing with the
increased data rates and query processing requests in largescale RFID deployments. The mechanisms are piggy-backed
on a middleware called RF2 ID that deals with the error-prone
nature of the physical RFID readers. The middleware uses
the spatial notion of path along which the items flow in
a supply chain to cumulatively aggregate the tags collected
by the virtual readers to increase the overall reliability. The
load shedding algorithms leverage the built-in redundancy in
this middleware to cooperatively shed the load among the
virtual readers with minimal data loss thus increasing the
overall reliability of the deployment. Our implementation and
performance results confirm the utility of these load shedding
mechanisms.
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